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Abstract:

We have investigated recoil effects in heavy-ion reactions for the nucleon transfers, and the

validity of the spatially local approximation for the non-local transfer interaction defined by the

orthogonalized coupled-reaction-channel'(OCRC) theory. This approximation makes it easier to treat

multi-step transfer processes with the coupled channel method and makes it possible to define the

nucleon molecular orbitals with the inclusion of the recoil effects. The transfer interaction is

expanded in a power series of the momentum operator, and is approximated by the first order term,

i.e., the spatially local term. The numerical calculation for the core-symmetric systems l2C+13C and
16O+17O with this approximation shows that the recoil effects are well included in the results at

energies lower than a few MeV/nucleon. Furthermore, the OCRC formalism allows us even to

employ the complete no-recoil approximation for the calculation of cross sections, even though it is not

adequate to use this approximation in the distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) method. As

to polarization, however, the no-recoil approximation is not good even in the OCRC formalism. We

discuss the recoil effects on nucleon molecular-orbital states. It is shown that states of the covalent

molecular orbitals of the valence (transferred) nucleon are little affected by the recoil effects, as

already suggested by Korotky et al. in the full finite-range DWBA analysis of the transfer reaction,
I3C(13C,12C)14C.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-step transfer processes of nucleon in heavy-ion reactions have been investigated by many

authors both from experimental and from theoretical approaches for the past four decades, since Breit

and Ebel [1] proposed a time-dependent theory for nucleon transfers. At low bombarding energies

multi-step processes give rise to particularly interesting phenomena, i.e., formation of molecular

orbitals of the active nucleon(s) around two core nuclei. Many authors have paid attention to the

multi-step transfers [1-17] and the nucleonic molecular-orbital formation [2,3,18-34], and have made

extensive discussions of enhancement of fusion cross sections [34-38] at energies near and below the

Coulomb barrier, and also Landau-Zener type transitions [25-27,32,39-40] of the active nucleon

contained in the system. In the treatment of nucleon transfer, especially for nucleonic molecular-

orbital studies we are confronted often with the problem of the so-called recoil effects arising from the

finiteness of the mass ratio of transferred nucleon to the core nuclei.

The recoil effects have been discussed by many authors in the distorted-wave Born

approximation (DWBA) analyses of heavy-ion reactions [41-50]. Buttle and Goldfarb [41] have

pointed out at first that the no-recoil approximation causes a problem of so-called post-prior paradox,

which leads to a loss of the symmetry relation between the post and prior scattering amplitudes. In

some cases the discrepancy becomes a factor 2~3 even at low energies near the Coulomb barrier.

So far, many authors have investigated the coupled-reaction-channel (CRC) method

(conventional CRC method) in order to include multi-step transfer processes [4-8,13-17,29-36] in the

calculations. The effective transfer interaction contained in the CRC equation is non-local reflecting

the recoil effects. It consists of two terms, that is, the transfer interaction F employed in the DWBA

method [51] and the so-called non-orthogonality term G arising from the non-orthogonality between

channel wave functions before and after the transfer. The non-orthogonality term G has a

particularly wide-spread non-locality and violently oscillatory structures. Furthermore it contains

the kinetic energy operator of the relative motion and the energy explicitly. This makes it very

difficult to solve the CRC equation numerically. Moreover, the non-local properties of F and the

particular nature of G prevent us to introduce the concept of nucleon molecular orbitals into the CRC

formalism.

Within the framework of the model calculation several authors investigated the multi-step

effects by solving exactly the CRC equation for light-ion transfer reactions more than twenty years ago

[4,5,7]. More recently Thompson, Nagarajan, Lilley, Fulton, Rowley and their colleagues have made
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realistic and exact CRC analysis for heavy-ion transfer reactions by using an iterative treatment of

the transfer interaction (F + G) [14-17]. However, sometimes the interaction causes the divergence

of this iteration, particularly in the case where transfer of the nucleon occurs between the same or

nearly same two-core nuclei. The non-orthogonality term G itself often gets to be a cause of the

divergence of the iteration, although the total effects of this term might be not so essential.

In order to avoid the difficulties coming from the term G, McMahan and Tobocmann [9] has

proposed to solve the CRC equation by employing an approximation (K-matrix method), where the

off-shell part of the propagator in multi-step amplitudes are dropped off. This method enables us to

estimate multi-step amplitudes quite easily only with the use of the DWBA interaction F including

the full recoil effects. This method, however, can not properly evaluate, as discussed in ref. [31] , the

multi-step effects because of the important effects of the off-shell part at low energies where we are

concerned with the formation of the nucleon molecular orbitals.

Molecular-orbital theories for active nucleons in heavy-ion reactions have been developed by

many authors with the context of the multi-step transfers [3,6,18-20,29-34], based on its original

concept of the no-recoil approximation, that is, based on a picture where the change of the relative

motion of two core nuclei is negligibly small while multi-step transfers occur. Von Oertzen has

defined molecular orbitals of the nucleon as a linear combination of one-center wave functions of the

active nucleon in respective core nuclei [3], i. e., of the channel wave functions of the CRC theory.

More general formulation along this line was later given by von Oertzen and Ndrenberg [18] and by

Becker et al. [20].

Park, Scheid and Greiner [21] have developed molecular particle-core model with the use of the

asymmetric two-center shell model (ATCSM) in order to describe heavy-ion elastic and inelastic

scattering and nucleon transfer reactions. The multi-step transfer processes are included apriori in

this theory. These authors and also Terlecki, Koennecke, Thiel and their collaborators have applied

this model to the 13C+13C and 12C+l7O systems to explain overall features of the experiments [23-25].

The relative motion of scattering systems brings about two kinds of the dynamical effects - the

so-called Coriolis K -mixing effects and the recoil effects - on the motion of the molecular orbitals

which are defined in a static way. The latter effects, in particular, cause difficulties also in the

treatment of molecular-orbitals in heavy-ion reactions. In order to include the effects into the •

ATCSM, Park, Scheid and Greiner have formulated the dynamical two-center shell model (DTCSM)

[22,28], by introducing into the theory two kinds of the molecular axes - the axes before and after

nucleon transfers. Then, the radial coupled equation is derived by using the molecular-orbital wave
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functions generated by two different ATCSMs, and hence it approximately takes into account the

recoil effects. The recoil effects make the coupled equation quite complicated, and it is very difficult

to deal with this equation numerically. This theory has not yet been applied to realistic cases until

now. Delic et al. [52] developed a molecular-like orbital formulation for nucleon transfer heavy-ion

reactions by paying attention to the importance of inelastic excitations of the active nucleon in heavy-

ion reactions. In their theories it is not difficult to perform full recoil calculations, however, only for

one-step transfer processes.

There is a very interesting indication concerning the recoil effects in the study by Korotky et al.

[53] from a viewpoint of nucleonic molecular-orbital formation in the heavy-ion transfer reaction

l3C(l3C, l2C)l4C. Namely, they have pointed out from the full-recoil one-step DWBA analysis that the

calculation overestimates the recoil effects which may be diminished by the inclusion of the multi-step

transfer processes. From this they have concluded that there is a possible formation of a specific

configuration of molecular orbital, i. e., a covalent-molecular orbital of the transferred neutron related

to the multi-step transfers processes.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the recoil effects by employing the orthogonalized

coupled-reaction-channel (OCRC) theory developed in ref. [31], and to show the validity of OCRC

theory in the investigation of the multi-step transfer processes as well as of the molecular-orbital

formation of nucleons with the inclusion of the recoil effects of the nucleon transfers, where we use a

spatially local approximation for the non-local interaction contained in the OCRC radial equation. In

case that we investigate the formation of nucleon molecular orbitals in comparison with experimental

data, it is necessary to get reliable numerical results for the scattering amplitudes of elastic- and

inelastic scattering and nucleon transfer reactions, even if there exist ill-behaved and singular radial

couplings like Landau-Zener type coupling interactions [25-27,32,39] in the molecular-orbital coupled

equation. The OCRC theory and the rotating molecular orbital (RMO) model based on the OCRC

model have been developed in ref. [31] in this context.

In order to derive the OCRC equation, we employ the orthogonalized basis functions constructed

from the conventional CRC (non-orthogonal) channel wave functions. The transfer interaction in the

OCRC equation consists of two terms, both of which are non-local and symmetric operators, but are

independent of the total energy and the kinetic energy operator of the relative motion unlike the non-

orthogonality term G in the conventional CRC formalism. One of the operators contains the post-

and prior DWBA interactions F and F in their average form, while the other consists of their

difference. We neglect the latter, which is expected to be small.
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The former term is expanded in a power series of the momentum operator for the relative motion.

We adopt, as our transfer interaction, the first order term which is local but includes the recoil effects

approximately. The post-prior paradox is not found in this approximation any more, unlike in the

no-recoil approximation for the DWBA interaction F. We define our molecular orbitals (RMO) by

using this local interaction and also by including Coriolis interaction concerning the relative angular

motion. Thus the RMO include all the dynamical effects except for those due to the residual

interaction in the adiabatic approach, i.e., the so-called radial couplings responsible for the relative

radial motion.

We investigate to what extent such approximation of the recoil effects is valid for describing

multi-step transfer processes and the molecular orbital formation, and show that the no-recoil

approximation is safely adopted in OCRC approach unless we discuss polarization of particles.

In sect. 2 we define the effective Hamiltonian used in our OCRC/RMO formalism. In sect. 3 we

give the formulation of the momentum-operator power-series expansion of the non-local transfer

interaction contained in the radial OCRC equation. In sects. 4 and 5 we estimate the recoil effects by

performing the OCRC/RMO calculation for the 12C+13C and l6O+17O systems. The summary and the

discussion is given in sect. 6.

2. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN FOR THE ORTHOQONALIZED COUPLED-REACTION-

CHANNEL SYSTEMS

In this section we define the effective Hamiltonian used in the OCRC theory with the local

approximation, based on the formalism in ref. [31]. We assume that the total system consists of an

active nucleon, n and two core-nuclei, Ci and C2 with two kinds of mass partitions, i.e., (Ci+n)+C2 and

Ct+(n+C2). We treat inelastic excitations of the active nucleon in the nuclei, (Ct+n) and (Cz+n) as

well as transfers of the nucleon between the two core nuclei, Ci and Ci.

We consider the wave functions £>,(R| (nCt),C2) and <p(R2(nC2),C|) consisting of the

products of eigenfunctions of the nucleus (Ci+n) and those of the nucleus C2, and products of

eigenfunctions of the nucleus Ci and those of the nucleus (C2+n), respectively. The vector R ( (or

R 2 ) is the distance between the active nucleon n and the core nucleus Ci (or C2) (see fig. 1). The

channel wave functions <f>t (r, ,R,C|C2rt) consist of the above wave functions and the wave

functions for the angular part 1", of the relative distances r, between the two fragment nuclei. The
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subscript" J " of the channel wave function stands for a set of quantum numbers needed to specify the

channel state as well as the mass partition. They are eigenstates of the total angular momentum J ,

its Z-component M and the total parity FI.

In order to describe the channel wave functions, we employ in this paper coordinates in the

body-fixed frame (helicity representation; HR), where the channel indices " I M contain explicitly the

projection K, of the total angular momentum J on the axis (molecular axis) joining centers of the two

fragment nuclei. This representation is suitable for describing the intrinsic motion of the valence

nucleon around the two core nuclei, as we discuss effective interactions responsible for the transfers

and the elastic and inelastic transitions of the nucleon and also the nucleon molecular orbital model.

As to the calculation of scattering amplitudes, however, we employ another representation, i. e., the

partial wave {It) representation (PWR) where the coordinates are expressed in the laboratory frame.

Hereafter, we drop the superscripts of J , M and FI for the wave functions <f>l and other

quantities concerned, as far as there is no source of confusion.

We formulate the OCRC radial equation, as discussed in sect. 1, by using the orthogonal basis

functions defined as,

J YJJCrJ,RJClC2n)NJI(rJ,rl) , (2.1)
J

with the overlap integral defined by,

( \ ) , (2.2)

where irt J (i =1,2,.. n ) are the complete expression for the channel wave functions ^, in the space of

all the coordinates, r = (r/, f,, C,, C 2 ,R , ) ;

R,C 1 C 2 ) . (2.3)

The use of the above orthogonal basis functions yields the following expression of the

Hamiltonian H for the total system, which contains the interactions VnC (R, ) (/ = 1 and 2) between

the active nucleon n and the core nucleus Ci, and the interaction Vcc (x) between the two core nuclei

Ci and C2;
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(2.4)

where St is the energy eigenvalue of the intrinsic state <pt (R, (rtC, ), C (B . ) specified by the channel

index " / ". The quantity tt (r() is the radial kinetic energy operator (— tl~ I 2// ( • d I drt ) of the

relative motion and the quantity R,(rt) the centrifugal potential (ft 12/J, • I? ( f , ) / A"(
2). The

non-local interactions A/ (r, ,r )and AM ( r ( , r ) in eq. (2.4) generate transfer processes, and they

are symmetric as given by the following matrix form,

(2.5)

! 2

with

L-N(U

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

The quantity F in eq. (2. 7) is the transfer interaction used in the finite-range DWBA method, and the

quantities K and L are expressed as,

(2.9)

(2.10)

with the use of the non-orthogonal basis functions //*, j and jr ) defined by eq. (2.3). We have

introduced, into eq. (2.4), the so-called direct interactions LJ' and V defined as the interactions
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which are equal to the interactions LtJ and KtJ , respectively when the mass partition of" / " is equal to

that of " j ", and equal to zero when the mass partition of "/' " is not equal to that of " j ". These

direct interactions concern only with elastic and inelastic excitations of the valence nucleon in the

nucleus and not with transfer processes, while the interaction Ft does only with transfer processes.

It is to be noted that there exist K -mixing terms in the transfer interactions Fl} and MtJ, while

there are no such terms in the direct interactions U and V . That is, the transfer interactions take

non-zero value between the channels of different K -quantum numbers. This is due to the fact that

the meaning of the K -quantum number depends on the choice of the mass partition of the fragment

nuclei. The K -mixing feature of the interaction F and also of the overlap integral N reflects the

transfer recoil effects. There is anotherK-mixing interaction, i.e., Coriolis /^-mixing interaction

contained in the centrifugal potential of the relative motion. These K -mixing effects are discussed

in sect. 4.2 in detail.

As explained in ref. [31], we neglect the transfer interactions AM, i. e.,

(2.11)

Furthermore, we introduce the following local approximation into the non-local interaction

Mgir.Sj) as,

, , , , ; , - r y ) , (2.12)

with

r = ( r , + r , ) / 2 . (2.12')

The above quantity M (r) is defined in sect. 3 as the first order term of the expansion

of A/ ( r ( , r ) in a power series of the momentum operator. We will test the above approximation

(2.12) in the following sections through numerical calculations, and show that the approximation is

good.

By adopting the above two approximations, we express the Hamiltonian / / ( / • , / • ) ( =

(ir, [Eujfj ) ) approximately as,
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• *y(r,,^ ) = S{r, -r}){(/,(r) + /?,(r) + e,)8,j + (t/y (r) + ̂ ,(r) + A/<0)(r))} , (2.13)

which contains the spatially local interactions only. Then, we define the operator*^ as,

(2.14)

in the space spanned by the orthogonal basis functions . The above operator ?ff is just the effective

Hamiltonian which we want to use in our OCRC/RMO theory with the approximations (2.11) and

(2.12), and hence we assume that the total wave function ^ f i s . r ) of the system satisfies the

following equation,

(E-PXP)X¥(E,T) = 0 . (2.15)

where P is the projection operator defined by,

(2.16)

The above eq. (2.15) contains the spatially local transfer interaction only but with the inclusion of the

transfer recoil effects as well as the non-orthogonality effects approximately. We can obtain the S-

matrix elements from this equation.

3. EXPANSION OF THE NON-LOCAL INTERACTION IN A POWER SERIES OF THE

MOMENTUM OPERATOR

3.1. Expansion of the non-local transfer interaction M
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The transfer interaction MtJ (/" ,ry ) is non-local and the non-locality is well restricted to a region

along the following lines,

r, =rJ(m+Mj)/Mj and r, = rl(m+ M,)l M, , (3.1)

because the interaction Mconsists of the interactions V^ (R( ) (/ =1 and 2) and the wave functions

(p, (R, ) (/ =1 and 2) of the transferred nucleon, which extend around the origin of R ( ,

(m + M, )(m +M.)( M }
: r~r,+ 7 r r J = 0 : 0J) = 0,2) or (2,1), (3.2)

m(m+A/, + A/y) ^ m+M, )

where m is the mass of the transferred particle and Mt (i =1 and 2) the mass of core nuclei. The

above two lines lie on both sides of the line rt = ry , as shown in Fig. 2 and they approach to this line in

the limit of no-recoil approximation; m/(mass of core nucleus) —> 0. Thus, the

interaction M, (rt,r ) exists only on the line rt = r in the limit of the no-recoil approximation.

Taking into account the above fact, we derive a local version of the interaction A/^(/",,/") by

expanding it in a power series of the momentum operator along the line, r - r' [31];

(3.3)

with

p.o \i*n • ii dr,

<3-4>

V | ^ ] t y y ) (3.5)
—r

We have introduced a length parameter X into eq. (3.5) to give the same order of the dimension to all
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the M}n)(r) (rt=l,2....). The symmetric property of the operator MtJ (rt ,r} ) gives the following

relation to the above quantity A/* (r) ,

(3.6)

Thus, we obtain the complete symmetric property both for the coordinates and for the channel indices

for each order of the expansion (3.3),

(3.7)

We then apply the following additional two approximations to every term, M^p(rt ,r})

(«=0.1....).

(i) By neglecting the term (L - NU) in the expression (2.7) of the DWBA transfer interaction

F contained in M, we express F as,

F*K-NV . (3.8)

(ii) We approximate the operator, N contained in the expression of M by much simpler

operator. In the first order term M we replace N"1 by its first order term of the momentum

expansion as,

AT"2 « tfOH'2 , ( 3 9 )

and in the higher order terms M " (n =1,2,...) we replace N by unity.

Hereafter, we use the notations MJjn)(r,r') or Ml"\r) instead of M^^r, ,r})a3 far as there is

no source of confusion. The quantities A/,}"'(r) are defined by M^n)(r,r') s 8{r - r ' ) A / ^ n ) ( r ) .

We will also use the same kind of the notation, without previous notice, for other quantities N , K,

etc. With the use of the above approximations (i) and (ii) we have the following expressions for

A/,Jn)(r,r') (n =1 ,2 and 3) as,

11



(3.10)

dr
(3.11)

+ j ^ - + -[2Nyi'{r)V'(r)- Ny"(r)V"(r))} , (3.12)

where V'(r) and V"(r) are the first- and the second order derivatives of V(r) , respectively, and

D(n\r) (n = 1, 2 and 3) are given by,

(3.13)

Generally the odd order terms of the series in the right hand side of eq. (3.3) are expected to be

small, because the operator M is symmetric (see sect. 4.5). In case of the "elastic" transfer processes

in particular, they are identically zero as seen from eqs. (3.4) and (3.5),

Mlm)(r,r') = 0 for /n=odd . (3.14)

Every term in the series of eq. (3.3) depends on the total angular momentum J (reflecting the

transfer recoil effects) and the total parity IT and it mixes different K -quantum number states in the

helicity representation (HR), since the original interaction M itself already depends on these

quantum numbers.

3.2. Convergence of the power series of the momentum expansion
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The best choice of the parameter X in eq. (3.5) would be the maximum range of the non-locality

of the transfer interaction MtJ (r, ,r ) . This maximum range can be estimated by the range in which

wave functions (pt (R , ) and ^ ; ( R 2 ) , of the transferred nucleon take non-zero values, since they

construct the interaction M. Let us denote such range for the wave function <pt (R |) as At, and for

p ; ( R , ) as A, , then

and R2 (3.15)

The above relations are rewritten, by using the relation (3.1), as,

m+ A/,

m(m + Mx + M2 . ^ 2m .
(3.16)

h+ -—*\
m+ M,

m{m + A/, + M2) ^ 2m .

W,)(/«+ M2) ~~M~S
 s (3.17)

where we have assumed that X\ ~ X^ ~ Xs and M\ ~ M-, ~ Mf. Therefore, we see that the

operator M (r - y,r + y) extends along the direction of^ up to the length X , that is,

1

y < X M,
(3.18)

In order to evaluate the order of the magnitude of M\^ (r, ,r} ) in the right hand side of eq. (3.3),

we express the quantities in eq. (3.4) as.

and M{" (319)

where k is the local wave number of the relative motion and K the local wave number of the

transferred-particle wave function at the distance where the transfer occurs effectively. Substitution

of the above equations and eq. (3.18) into eq. (3.4) yields the result,
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) ( r ) . (3.20)

Thus, the condition for the convergence of the power series (3.3) is that the quantity

(As(Am/ A/v)(/C + 2k)J is much smaller than unity, or M," (r) decreases rapidly with increasing

n. We can thus safely approximate M by M if we can neglect the mass ratio ml Ms. In

heavy-ion reactions, however, this mass ratio is often not negligible, and the convergence of the power

series is not assured from the first term of eq. (3.20). We will show in sec. 4.5 the second term

M}' (f) itself in the above equation decreases rapidly with increasing n by making numerical

calculation for realistic cases.

4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In this section we estimate the transfer recoil effects for the 12C+I3C and 16O+17O systems by

making comparison between the calculation with the use of the transfer interaction M defined by

eq. (3.10) and that with the use of the interaction M, which is obtained by replacing the full finite-

range DWBA transfer interaction F and the overlap integral N in the expression (2.5) by the no-

recoil approximations, F and N , respectively ;

M(r) = 1— (F(r) + Fr(r))-jJ= . (4.1)
y]N(r)

As shown later, the no-recoil transfer interaction M is a fairly good approximation of M in the

calculation of cross sections, although the no-recoil DWBA transfer interaction F is not a good

approximation to F . The effects of the higher order terms M ) and M ) in the series (3.3) are

discussed in sect. 4.5.

The OCRC calculations in this report are carried out with the same framework of the coupled

channel scheme as in the ref. [31] , that is, for the l2C+13C system we employ the channels concerned

with the states of »3C(g.s.,l/2-), l3C(3.086MeV,l/2+) and l3C(3.854MeV,5/2+) which correspond to the

valence neutron states lpl/2, 2sl/2 and ld5/2, respectively, and for the l6O+l7O system the channels
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concerned with the states 17O(g.s.,5/2*) and 17O(0.871MeV, 1/2*) which correspond to the valence

neutron states ld5/2 and 2sl/2, respectively. The core-core (12C-12C and 16O-16O) potentials and the

potentials between the valence neutron and the core nucleus are the same ones as used in the ref. [31].

The transfer recoil effects can be classified into two types according to their origin; the effects

arising from the angular motion, and those from the radial motion. The former is included exactly in

our formalism through the angular momentum algebra for the total system, and appears as the total

angular-momentum (J ) dependence of each term M (/' = 0,1,2,- • •) in the momentum expansion ,

and also as K -mixing terms in each M ' . On the other hand, the latter kind of the recoil effects is

included in each term M through the integration of the non-local interaction M as seen in eq.

(3.5). These effects are not exactly included in the analysis, since only several terms in the power

series are considered.

4.1. Recoil effects on differential cross sections and polarizations.

In this subsection we discuss the recoil effects on the differential cross sections by comparing the

OCRC calculations estimated with the transfer interaction M defined by eq. (3.10) to those with the

no-recoil interaction M defined by eq. (4.1). We show the calculations of the differential cross

sections in fig. 3 for the elastic and inelastic scattering l3C(l2C,12C)13C<*>(g.s.;l/2-, 3.086 MeV;l/2\

3.854 MeV;5/2*) atEcm = 8, 18 and 28 MeV, and in fig. 4 for the inelastic scattering

17O(16O,lsO)l7O*(0.871 MeV;l/2+) at Ecm = 11, 16 and 26 MeV.

As the incident energy increases differential cross sections separate into two peaks (figs. 3 and

4); the one at forward angles and that at backward angles. The recoil effects on angular distributions

observed at the backward-angle peak are stronger than those observed at the forward-angle peak.

This is because the latter peak is mainly due to single-step transfer processes with comparably minor

contribution from multi-step direct processes, while the former peak is mainly due to single-step direct

processes and partly due to multi-step transfer processes [3,31]. Figs. 3 and 4 also show that the

recoil effects are hardly observed at forward angles in the elastic scattering. This is because the

contribution of the Coulomb interaction to cross sections dominates that of the nuclear interaction at

forward angles.

The recoil effects on angular distributions becomes stronger with the increase of the incident
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energy. The peak and valley structures are smeared out especially at backward angles by the recoil

effects. Similar recoil effects have been also observed in the comparison between the full finite-range

DWBA calculation of nucleon transfer reactions and the no-recoil calculation [46-48]. These

phenomena can be interpreted in sect. 4.2 as due to the K -quantum number mixing effects of the

transfer interaction M

The OCRC calculations for the polarization of the elastic scattering 12C+13C at Ecm = 8 and 18

MeV and those of the inelastic scattering 17O(l6O,l6O)I7O*(0.871 MeV, 1/2*) at Ecm = 11, 16 and 26

MeV are shown in fig. 5 and in fig. 6, respectively. The solid curves are calculations with transfer

interactions M and the dash-dotted curves those with M. We find strong recoil effects in both

the systems. In the inelastic scattering i:O(16O,I6O)17O*(l/2*) at the higher energies (Ecm = 16 and

26 MeV) even the sign of the polarization changes at backward angles with the inclusion of the recoil

effects. Thus, the transfer recoil effects are indispensable in the discussion of the polarization.

Santos has also pointed out the same kind of the recoil effects in the finite-range DWBA calculation of

one nucleon transfer reactions induced by heavy-ions [54]. The transfer interactions M treated in

this paper take in such recoil effects very well.

Since we do not include the (I • %) interaction in the core-core potential and neglect the direct

( t • S) interaction coming from the ( t • %) part of the interaction VnC between the transferred nucleon

and the core nucleus, the polarization of the elastic scattering of I3C on 12C does not occur, unless

there are channel coupling interactions. Thus, the strong polarizations observed in fig. 5 show the

CRC effects themselves. Such CRC effects on polarization have been discussed first by Imanishi and

von Oertzen [55] and later extensively by many authors [56-58].

4.2. K -quantum number mixing due to the transfer recoil.

In fig. 7 we evaluate the K-mixing effects, i.e., one of two types of recoil effects due to the

angular part of the relative motion, on differential cross sections of the elastic and inelastic scattering

17O(16O,16O)17<*>O(g.s.;5/2*. 0.871 MeV;l/2+) at Ecm = 16 and 26 MeV, by making comparison between

the OCRC calculations with and without K-mixing terms of the transfer interaction M . As

seen in the figure, diffraction patterns observed at backward angles are smeared out especially for

the elastic scattering, owing to the effects of/^-mixing terms.

We also observe in fig. 7 that the £-mixing effects on angular distributions become stronger as
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the incident energy increases. This can be explained from the total angular momentum (J)

dependence of £-mixing effects on the transfer interactions. Fig. 8 shows the radial dependence of

the K -mixing terms for AK = 1 and &K = 2 of M{
a
O

p
)JU (r) (a=d5/2, /? =s 1/2) for the system '6O+17O

in the states ofJn = 13/2+, 49/2* and 73/2*. With the increase of J the interactions A/^ ) 7 n (r) shift

towards outside and the magnitudes become larger. This causes stronger K -mixing effects on the

cross sections with increasing energy.

We have one more K -mixing interaction, i. e., Coriolis K -mixing interaction contained in the

centrifugal potential of the relative motion. This interaction can not be ignored in the calculation of

the scattering amplitudes of nuclear reactions in general. In fig. 9 Coriolis K -mixing interactions

(&K=\) for the system l6O+17O are compared with K-mixing terms of transfer interactions

M^-m(r) ( a = /? = d5/2) in the states of J n = 13/2+, 49/2+ and 73/2*. Clearly, the former

interactions are stronger than the latter, and the difference between them becomes large with

increasing J . Nevertheless, the K -mixing effects ofM , especially on fine structures of the

angular distributions of differential cross sections are not so small.

4.3. Total angular-momentum dependence of the A/( '

The second type of recoil effects coming from the angular part of the relative motion is that the

interactions M depend on the total angular momentum J . This dependence is shown in fig. 10,

where the values of ( M^° ) Jn(r) - M™p{r)) for the 12C+13C system at r = 7.2 fm are plotted as

functions of J . We observe the following two properties there:

(a) The behavior of Ml0)jn is classified by the sign of (-)- / +"2 + n
 a S i

classA; Jn = 1 / 2' ,3 / 2 + ,5 / 2" ,• ••,

classB; 1 / 2 \ 3 / 2" ,5 / 2+ ,• • •.

In the case where the two core nuclei are identical, the interactions A/( * are again classified by the

total parity FI due to the symmetry requirement of identical cores in the system;

JU = l / 2 " ) 5 / 2 ' , 9 / 2 " , - - - ; class A ,

3/2\7/2Ml/2\--- ; class A' ,
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l/2\5/2\9/2\--- ; class B ,

3 / 2 ' , 7 / 2 ~ . i l / 2 V - ; class B1 .

(b) Interactions M belonging to the same class change smoothly with J .

Furthermore, we see the following J -dependence properties of M (r) by comparing the

radial dependence of M (r) with that of the no-recoil approximation M (/*), as shown in fig. 11

for the cases of Ka = Kp = 1 / 2 for Jn = 11/2* (class A), 47/2+ (class A), 13/2+ (class B) and 49/2*

(class B):

(c) The difference between M (r) belonging to class A (or A') and that belonging to class B (or

B') becomes larger rapidly with increasing J .

(d) With the increase of J interactions M (r) take larger values at larger distances, and differ

from the no-recoil interactions M (r) more rapidly.

The above items, especially the items (c) and (d) exhibit that the J -dependent recoil effects of

M ' (r) are considerably strong. Thus, the corresponding recoil effects should emerge on cross

sections at least at higher energies. Nevertheless, overall features of differential cross sections do

not so strongly change when the recoil effects are included, as shown in figs 3 and 4. This is

explained by considering that the following relation is well satisfied as found in fig. 11;

M™Jin(r,classB,J' * ./))« M^(r) . (4.2)

Namely, the averaged value over the interactions M (r) for an angular momentum J belonging

to class A and for that to class B is almost equal to the value of the no-recoil interaction M (r) (The

discussion on the above relation is given in sect. 4.4 in detail.). The above averaging is made

automatically in differential cross sections, and hence the recoil effects concerning the J -dependence

appear to be small on cross sections.

In calculation of a polarization, however, such averaging cannot be expected. This is the reason

why we have found so strong recoil effects on the polarization as discussed in sect. 4.1.

4.4. Post-prior paradox for the transfer interactions
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The post- and the prior forms of the DWBA interactions F and FT with the no-recoil

approximation satisfy the following relation, as first pointed out by Buttle and Goldforb [41],

(4.3)

where £a and £p are the intrinsic energies of the channels a and /?, respectively. It is well known

that this relation leads to a discrepancy between the DWBA scattering amplitude calculated in the

post form and that in the prior form [41]. In fig. 12 we show the radial dependence of the post and

prior DWBA interactions Fa / ?(r) and Ffia (r) for the 12C+13C system in the state o f 7 n = 19/2*.

Clearly there are big differences even outside the potential barrier.

Let us consider the post-prior discrepancy again but for the local approximation F (r) and

( F ( (r)) for the respective non-local DWBA transfer interactions F and F . In fig. 13 the post-

and the prior forms, F^m{r) and FJ£)jn(r) are shown for the >2C+I3C system in the state of./" =

19/2*. We observe there that the post-prior discrepancy between F and F is even bigger than

that between the no-recoil approximations otFandF shown in fig. 12. This difference becomes

bigger with the increase of J . Therefore, we have, in the DWBA calculations, much bigger

breakdown of the symmetry relation of the scattering amplitudes with the use of F ( J and F^ ) than

with the use of F and F , and hence it is very important to take into account the higher order terms

F{n) and F{n)T (n=l,2,...)ofthe expansion of F and FT.

Nevertheless, the local interaction M is a good approximation of the non-local interaction

M, as shown in sect. 4.5, although the local interaction M (r) is constructed from F (r) and

(r)= . =[Fw(r) + FWI (r))-=±= , (4.4)
2jN{0)(r)K JjN{0)(r)

with

I , (4.5)

which is obtained by inserting eq. (3.13) into eq. (3.10). This implies that the discrepancy between

the post and prior interactions F ( r) and {F (r)) is canceled out in the expression (4.4). This

mechanism will be clarified in sect. 4.5. The J -dependence of M (r) becomes also weaker than
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that of F{0)Jn(r) or (F{0)Jn {r))T through the averaging of the nght hand side of eq. (4.4).

Furthermore, the average over the quantities (Fi2 ) l / n(r) + F^)Jn(r)) for an angular

momentum J belonging to class A and for that to class B is almost independent of J , and satisfy the

following relation up to fairly large J ,

(4.6)

We show this in fig. 14, where the quantities in the right and left hand sides of the above equation for

the l2C+l3C system are compared with each other.

We have already found a similar relation (4.2) between the OCRC transfer interactions M

and M as the relation (4.6). These relations mean that the post-prior difference between F ( r )

and (F(r)) is almost canceled out like in the case between F and (F ) . A discussion

similar to this has been also made in detail by Buttle and Goldforb [41], and many other authors in

the calculation of the DWBA amplitudes. Namely full recoil DWBA calculations with the use of F

or F can be approximated fairly well by the DWBA calculations obtained with the post- and prior

averaged no-recoil interaction, {F + F ) / 2 . Our result supports their findings.

From the above discussion we can deduce that the J -dependent recoil effects on the transfer

interaction A/1 ' (r) are not so strong as expected from those on the DWBA transfer interaction

F (/*) even in states for higher J .

4.5. The effects of the higher order terms M and M

In sect. 3.1 we have discussed that the effects on scattering amplitudes, of the second order

term M in the expansion (3.3) of M are possibly small as compared to those of the first order

term M , because the interaction M is a symmetric operator ( M = M ). In the case of the

elastic transfer processes the values of the second order terms Maa are identically zero (see eq.

(3.14)). This is in contrast to the fact that the DWBA interaction F is not symmetric and hence the

second order terms F of its expansion are not small in general. Here we numerically examine the

magnitudes of higher order terms M and M , and their effects on cross sections.

The second order term M in eq. (3.11) consists of two terms, D (r) and
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N0)(r)V'(r) - V'(r)N0)(r)) . We can ignore the latter term, because it is expressed by the

commutation relation of V'(r) and a small quantity TV (r) , Thus, A/ ( l )(r,r ') can be expressed

only by the term D ( l )(r) as,

( )2 . (4.7)

with

f ( 1 ) ( r ) « A : l l ) ( r ) - 7 V ( l > ( r ) F ( r ) . (4.8)

In fig. 15 we show the radial dependence of the second order terms F J(r) , Fi, ( r ) and

Map (r^ f o r t h e l2C+l3C system in the states with Jn = 19/2+. Each term of FJ£ (r) and F}£ (r) ,

in the second order interaction M. (r) takes non-negligible value as compared with that of the first

order term /•*„«(/*). Whereas, the cancellation due to the average over F^J (r) and Fia ( r ) occurs

in the expression (4.1) of A/\j|(r) ,and hence the second order term Ml(r) , as shown in fig. 15,

becomes negligible at distances larger than the grazing distance where the transfer processes

contribute to the cross sections effectively.

The J -dependence of the second order terms A/L (r) at r = 6.0 fm for the l2C+l3C system is

shown in fig. 16. Clearly there is the same classification for the angular momentum J of class A and

class B as found in the first order terms Mag (r) in sect. 4.4, and they cancel each other again as in

the case of M . This cancellation makes the contribution of the second order terms M to

the cross sections much smaller.

We test the contribution of the second order terms M to the cross sections for the 16O+I7O

system at Ecm = 11.33, 16.48 and 30.0 MeV. Fig. 17 shows the calculations of the differential cross

sections with and without the inclusion of M , and also shows the calculations with the use of M.

Reflecting the properties of the second order term M discussed above, the effects are quite small

even at the higher energy Ecm - 30.0 MeV. The values of cross sections are almost determined by

the first order term A/( J only.

As to the third order terms M of the expansion (3.3) there is no reason of such cancellation

effects, as found for the second order terms M . In spite of that, third order terms themselves are

negligibly small, as shown in fig. 18, where we see the radial dependence of the dominant parts

of M ^ V ) (see eqs. (3.12) and (3.13)) for the case of the '*C+I3C system in the states
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of J - 19/2*. The maximum value of D* (r) at distances larger than the grazing distance is at

most 0.01 MeV.fin'-. This is because second moments of Kag ( r , r ' ) a n d ^ V a » ( r / ' ) for the integral

(3.5) with " n-2" are very small due to narrow width of their non-locality. Thus, the third order

terms can be ignored in the calculation of scattering amplitudes, as far as we are concerned with the

scattering at energies lower than a few MeV/nucleon. The momentum expansion of the transfer

interaction in eq. (3.3) thus converges well.

6. RECOIL EFFECTS ON THE ROTATING MOLECULAR ORBITALS

5.1. Rotating molecular orbitals

As in ref. [31], we define our molecular orbital states O p (r, r ) (rotating molecular orbital

(RMO) states) as the eigenstates of the operator P(%'{r) - t(r))P , that is,

(5.1)

where &{r) and P are the effective Hamiltonian defined by eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) at every distance

r and the projection operator defined by eq. (2.16), respectively. The quantity t(r) is the radial

kinetic energy operator of the relative motion. The RMO states <t> (r, r) are eigenstates of the

total angular momentum J and the parity Fl, while they are mixed states of different K -quantum

numbers, reflecting the K -mixing effects of Coriolis interaction and the transfer recoil discussed in

sect. 4.2. We can express the above RMO states [31] as a linear combination of the OCRC basis

functions (LCNO) as,

(5.2)

by using the transformation matrix I /I (r)> obtained by the following diagonalization,
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where J^ (r) and t{r) are the matrix representations of the operators ^{r) and t(r),

respectively.

The use of the RMO states, in eq. (2.15), as basis functions to express the wave function

T (£", r) of the total system yields the radial coupled equation which contains the radial coupling

interaction A 7m (r) given by the following equation in matrix form;

-)— + A¥{2)Jn(r) , (5.4)
dr

with

2/.1 dr
(5.5)

dr-

We will discuss in sect. 5.2 the recoil effects on the RMO states Qp (r, r) , the adiabatic potentials

? y / n ( 0 and the radial coupling interactions A 7^')JU (r) (/ = 1 and 2).

5.2. Numerical analysis

The mixing coefficients/i (r) for RMO wave functions <t> (r,v) are shown in fig. 19 for the

1GO+17O system in the state of Jn = 9/2* and 43 / 2' . The bold and slim curves are evaluated by

using the interaction Ma* (r) and the no-recoil interaction M a »( r ) , respectively. The recoil

effects are found in almost all the coefficients A^ (r) of RMO states , in particular at higher J .

The ground RMO states (p =1) for the positive total parity (Yl- plus) states are found to be

exceptionally stable against the transfer recoil effects. Similar stability is found in other sets oiJ

and n , and generally for systems which contain two identical core nuclei. This is interpreted as due

to the formation of a specific molecular-orbitals of the valence neutron, that is, the covalent
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molecular-orbital formation where the density distribution of the neutron concentrates at the center

on the axis joining two centers of two core nuclei, and the states are constructed mainly from /C =1/2

components of the pl/2, sl/2 and d5/2 orbits. We obtain such a configuration in particular in the

12C+13C system. This is due to the so-called hybridization of the pl/2 and sd-shell states (sl/2 and

d5/2) of the valence neutron in 13C, i.e., the mixing of the different parity single-particle states.

Korotky et. al. [53] have discussed molecular-orbital formation of the valence neutron in the

l3C+l3C system in relation to the recoil effects which are encountered in the full-recoil DWBA analysis

for the transfer reaction 13C(13C,12C)MC. The recoil effects are strongly overestimated in the analysis

and the result can not reproduce the experiment data. They have concluded that the above result is

the manifestation of the multi-step transfer processes related to the formation of the covalent

molecule, because the probability of finding the valence neutron near the line joining the cores is

enhanced with the core nuclei remaining spatially separated, and thus the recoil effects are small.

Our result mentioned above is another manifestation of their physical interpretation.

In fig. 20 we show radial couplings A 7'"^)Jn {r) for the 16O+17O system in the state olJn =

9/2* , and adiabatic potentials T? (r)but with the subtraction of the OCRC ground-channel

diagonal interaction Uu (/") from them. The bold curves are the calculation with M (r) and

the slim curves the calculation with M (r) . As found in this figure, the recoil effects become

appreciable as the two colliding nuclei approach to each other. The discrepancies between the

calculations with M (r) and with M (r) are fairly large at distances where radial couplings

take sharp peaks which cause so-called Landau-Zener type transition. The recoil effects on 7' (r)

and A 7!\ (r) become also large with increasing J .

6. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

We have shown that the orthogonalized coupled-reaction-channel (OCRC) theory developed in

ref. [31] is very useful in heavy-ion collisions for treating multi-step transfer processes by

approximately including the recoil effects due to nucleon transfers induced by heavy-ion collisions.

The radial transfer interaction M(r,r') in the OCRC theory is non-local (reflecting the recoil

effects), but it contains, unlike the transfer interaction in the conventional CRC theory, neither the

total energy nor the kinetic energy operator of the relative motion. Furthermore the non-locality

concentrates along the line r = r'. Thus, we treat the recoil effects by expanding the non-local
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transfer interaction M(r,r') in a power series of the momentum operator of the relative motion.

The first order term M (r) in the power series is a local operator but it contains the recoil effects

approximately. We use this operator as the transfer interaction in our OCRC equation. The second

order term A/( (r) contains the first order derivative (the momentum operator) of the relative

motion. Every term M' (r) (/ =0,1,...) in the power series depends on the total angular

momentum J and mixes different K quantum-number states reflecting the recoil effects.

Adopting the 12C+13C and 16O+I7O systems as examples, we have investigated numerically the

properties of the transfer interactions M (r) mentioned above, and tested the validity of the OCRC

formalism with the use of the interaction M (r) and also that with the use of the no-recoil

approximation A/(r) of the full recoil transfer interaction M. We have obtained the following

results:

( i) The transfer interactions M (r) are roughly classified by the behavior of their radial

dependence into two classes, i. e., class A ( J = 1 / 2 ,3 / 2+ ,5 / 2" ,-• •) and class B

(1 / 2 + ,3 / 2 " ,5 / 2 + ,• • •). Furthermore, M{0)JU (r) are classified by the total parity U in the case of

the two identical core nuclei,

(ii) If the total angular momentum J is small, we have,

A / ( 0 ) j n ( r ) * A / n ( r ) , (6.1)

** n
and the no-recoil transfer interaction M (r) does not depend on J . With the increase of J the

difference between M(0)Jn(r;classA) and M(0)Jn (r;classB) becomes larger. Nevertheless, the

average of them is still close to the value of M (r) even at higher J , as shown in eq. (4.2). This

means that cross sections estimated with the use of M (r) are nearly equal to those obtained by

using the no-recoil approximation M (r) at least at energies near the Coulomb barrier.

(iii) On the other hand, the polarization calculated with M(0)Jn (r) differs from the results obtained

by the no-recoil approximation, because we can't expect the averaging over M (r;clctssA)

and A/( (r\classB) to work in the calculation of the polarization. On the contrary, it makes the

difference between MWm(nclassA) and M{0)JU(r;classB) clear.

(iv) With increasing total angular momentum J and thus with increasing bombarding energy, the

K quantum-number mixing of M (r) works so as to smear out the diffraction patterns which are

observed in the no-recoil calculation of the differential cross sections. The same kind of the recoil
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effects has been also observed in the full finite-range (full recoil) DWBA calculations [48-50], where it

has been explained in terms of the t -transfer [43]. The K quantum-number mixing is an

alternative version of the I -transfer property.

(v) Higher order terms, i. e., the second and the third order terms M (r) and M (r) in the power

series do not contribute to the scattering amplitudes as far as the bombarding energy concerns with

the energies below about Ecm =30 MeV in the case of the 12C+I3C and 1GO+17O systems.

With the use of the transfer interaction approximated by M (r) or M(r) , we are able to

define our molecular orbital states (rotating molecular orbital states; RMO states) O at each point of

the distancer by diagonalizing the total interactions contained in the model Hamiltonian X*. Thus,

the RMO states contain the dynamical effects coming not only from the centrifugal potential but also

from the transfer recoil. The recoil effects are found in the mixing coefficients Y4 (r) (a =l,..,n)

defining the RMO states O , adiabatic potentials %p(
r) and the radial coupling

interactions A 7' (r) , in general.

(vi) As to the ground RMO states (p = 1) belonging to the positive total-parity (n=plus), however,

the recoil effects are particularly small. This is due to the formation of the covalent molecular

orbitals of the valence nucleon as discussed in refs. [29-31]. This result completely supports the

conclusion drawn by Korotky et. al. [53] in the analysis for the transfer reaction 13C('3C,t2C)14C.

Finally let us again emphasize, that as pointed out in the above items (i)-(iv), the effects of

transfer recoil can be included in the OCRC/RMO calculation at energies lower than a few

MeV/nucleon, by approximating the nonlocal transfer interaction M(r,r') by the first order

term M (r)of the expansion of M. Furthermore, we can use even the no-recoil approximation

M(r) instead of M (r) in the calculation of cross sections, as the transfer interaction which

includes the recoil effects.

Concerning the conventional DWBA formalism, however, we can not draw the same conclusion

as the above. Namely, neither the first order term F ( r) of the expansion of the DWBA

interaction F(r,r') in a power series of the momentum operator can be approximated by the no-recoil

approximation F(r) , nor the higher order term F ( r) in the power series can be neglected [41-43,

45-47]. Nevertheless, the use of the averaged interaction, (F{r) + ( F(r)) ) / 2 of the post and prior

no-recoil DWBA interactions gives a fairly good approximation of F(r,r') for the same reason as for

the approximation of M by M ( pointed out first in ref. [41] in the actual numerical analysis). Our

discussion in this report gives a theoretical justification of using the post-prior a veraged interaction in

the conventional DWBA calculations.
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We also stress that our formalism where M(r,r') is approximated by the spatially local

interaction M (r) allows us to define molecular orbitals at each point of the distance r and thus

the molecular orbital concept of the valence nucleon(s) in heavy-ion reactions becomes valid with the

inclusion of the transfer recoil effects. If the adiabaticity is satisfied, this is true at energies even

fairly larger than the Coulomb barrier.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 Definition of coordinates (a) for the case of non-identical cores and (b) for the case of identical

cores. The quantities, m, Mx, (or M) and M-, (or M) show the mass of the transferred particle,

that of the core nucleus Ci and that of the core nucleus C2, respectively.

Fig. 2. Lines of maximum values of the non-local transfer interactions Mag (ra, r«), which are

defined in the plane with radial coordinates ra and r*.

Fig. 3. Differential cross sections of the elastic and inelastic scattering for the system 12C+I3C at

Ecm =8, 18 and 28 MeV. The solid curves show the orthogonalized coupled-reaction-channel (OCRC)

calculations by using the transfer interactions M and the dash-dotted curves by using the no-recoil

transfer interactions M.

Fig. 4. Same as fig. 3 for the system 16O+l7O at Ecm =11, 16 and 28 MeV.

Fig. 5. Polarization of the elastic scattering of l2C+13C at Ec.m =8 and 18 MeV. The solid curves are

the OCRC calculations by using the transfer interactions M and the dash-dotted curves by using

the no-recoil transfer interactions M.

Fig. 6. Same as fig. 5 for the inelastic scattering, >"O(lfiO,1GO)17O* (0.87 MeV, 1/2+) at Ecm=U. 16

and 26 MeV.

Fig. 7. Differential cross sections of the elastic and inelastic scattering of the system 16O+17O

at Ecm =16 and 26 MeV. The OCRC calculations (solid curves) with the transfer interactions M

are compared with those (dash-dotted curves) with the transfer interactions which do not contain K •

mixing terms. The AT-mixing effects are observed at backward angles especially in the elastic

scattering at the higher energy.

Fig. 8. Radial dependence of the transfer interactions M ^ ) J n (r) (/? = d5/2) generating K-

quantum number transitions AK =1 and 2 for the system 16O+I7O in the states J =13/2* (dash-

dotted curves), 49/2* (solid slim curves) and 73/2* (solid bold curves). The curves of the interactions
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for &K =2 are shown in the upper part of the figure and the curves for A ^ = 1 in the lower part.

Fig. 9. Comparison of Coriolis interactions with the transfer interactions MaS (r) which generate

the transition ofAA"=l for the system I2C+13C in the states Jn =13/2* (dash-dotted curves), 49/2*

(solid slim curves) and 73/2+ (solid bold curves). The curves for ( Ka , KB) = (1/2,3/2) are shown in the

left side of the figure and those for (Ka,Kg )=(3/2, 5/2) in the right side.

Fig. 10. Total angular momentum (J) dependence of the transfer interactions MaJ (r)

[a = ( « , ^ a ) = (p>2» /K). a n d P = <X] at r = 7.2 fm for the system I2C+13C. The dashed slim, the

dashed bold, the solid slim and the solid bold curves show the interactions belonging to class A, class

A', class B and class B', respectively (see text).

Fig. 11. Radial dependence of the transfer interactions Mal (r) for several set of \CC,p\ for the

system 12C+l3C in the states Jn =11/2*. 47/2*. 13/2+ and 49/2+. The dashed slim and the dashed bold

curves {J =11/2* and 47/2+) show the interactions belonging to class A (classification of the J •

dependence; see text), and the solid slim and the solid bold curves (J =13/2* and 49/2*) the

interactions belonging to class B. They are also compared with the no-recoil transfer interactions

Man(r) (dotted curves).

Fig. 12. Comparison between the post and prior no-recoil transfer interactions Fag(r)and Fpa(r)

in the states of Ka = Kg = 1 / 2 with Ct ( or/? ) = pl/2, sl/2 or d5/2 for the 12C+13C system, where

each sub-channel is classifed by a notation CC — {&, Ka ) (or p = (/?, Kg}). They are independent

of the total angular momentum J .

Fig. 13. Comparison between the first order post and the first order prior transfer interactions,

F^p' (r) and Fi (r) in the power series of the momentum expansions of FaB (r) and F0a (r) ,

respectively, for the I2C+13C system in the state of J =19/2*. Each sub-channel is classified in the

same way as in fig. 12.

Fig. 14. Radial dependence of the interactions I F^J (rf+FgJ ( / ' ) ) /2 averaged over the post

and prior DWBA transfer interactions for several set of(a,/?j for the system 12C+l3C in the state
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oiJ =19/2* and the radial dependence of the interactions I Fag(r) + Fpa(r))/ 2 averaged over the

post and the prior no-recoil DWBA transfer interactions. As shown in the figure, the difference

between both the interactions is very small.

Fig. 15. Radial dependence of the first order terms in the power series of the momentum expansion

of DWBA non-local post and prior transfer interactions Fan (r,r') and F~ (r,r') for the system

12C+I3C in the state of Jn =19/2*. The dash-dotted curves show the first order terms for the post

interactions and the dashed curves for the prior interactions. The solid curves show the interactions

averaged over the post and the prior first order terms. The differences vanish in the case of elastic

transfer processes shown in the left side of the figure,.

Fig. 16. Total angular momentum (J ) dependence of the second order terms M^l (r) at r =6.0

fm in the power series of the momentum expansion of the transfer interaction M^ (r,r') for the

system 12C+I3C. The dashed-dotted bold, the dashed-dotted slim, the solid bold and the solid slim

curves show the interactions belonging to class A', class B, class B' and class A, respectively (see the

discussion for J classification in the text).

Fig. 17. Differential cross sections of the elastic and inelastic scattering of the system i6O+I7O

at E .„ =11.33, 16.48 and 30 MeV. The dashed curves are the OCRC calculations with the transfer

interaction M , the solid curves the OCRC calculations with the transfer interaction including the

second order terms in the power series of the momentum expansion of the M, and the dotted curves

the OCRC calculations with the no-recoil transfer interaction M. The large dots show experimental

data measured by Gelbke et. al. in ref. [59]. The calculations which include the interactions up to the

second order agree very well with the calculations with the first order terms alone.

Fig. 18. Radial dependence of the dominant parts D^') (r) of third order terms (see eq. (3.8) in the

text) in the power series of the momentum expansion of the transfer interactions Maa {r,r') for the

system >2C+I3C in the state of JU =19/2\

Fig. 19. Mixing coefficients/i (r) for molecular orbital states O (r,r) (p =1~4) for the system

IGO+17O in the states o f J n =9/2* and 43/2-. The bold curves show the calculations with the transfer

interaction M(0)JU and the slim curves the calculations with the no-recoil transfer interaction M .
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The solid, the dash-dotted, the dashed and the short-dashed curves show the components, a =1

(d5/2, K =1/2), a =2 (sl/2, K=l/2). a =3 (d5/2, K =3/2) and a =4 (d5/2, K =5/2), respectively.

Fig. 20. Radial coupling interactions A 7 (r) and the adiabatic potentials ^ (r) for the

system 16O+l7O in the state of/ =9/2*. The calculations (the bold curves) with the transfer

interactions M are compared with the calculations (the slim curves) with the no-recoil transfer

interactions M . In the asymptotic region the calculations with the above different interactions

agree completely with each other.
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